Introducing Mr & Mrs Pauric Keown

A REAL BUSINESSMAN
A clearly inebriated woman, stark naked, jumped
into a taxi in New York City and laid down on the
back seat.

Some of the Donnybrook Farm Service team
made the trip to Kununurra to help Brooke and
Pauric (Reggie) celebrate their big day!
In true Brooke style everything was thought
about and organised to a tee.

The cab driver, an old Jewish gentleman, opened
his eyes wide and stared at the woman. He made
no attempt to start the cab. The woman glared
back at him and said, "What's wrong with you,
honey? - Haven't you ever seen a naked woman
before?"
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The ceremony was held on a nice grassed area
at the rivers edge, making a picturesque back
drop. A string quartet played as Brooke made
her entrance escorted by a proud Dad, Cliff.
Reggie looking as handsome as Brooke did
beautiful, accepted his bride. Formalities were
completed with a mix of seriousness, laughter
and the odd tear. Much needed cold
refreshments were taken and followed by an
enjoyable meal, music and dancing to finish
off the celebrations.
Congratulations Brooke and Reggie,
what a great time we had!
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The old Jewish driver answered, "Let me tell you
sumting, lady. I vasn't staring at you like you tink;
that would not be proper for I come from."
The drunk woman giggled and responded, "Well,
if you're not staring at my boobs or ass, sweetie,
what are you doing then?"
He paused a moment, then told her..."Well, M'am,
I am looking and I am looking, and I am thinking to
myself, 'Where in da hell is dis lady keeping de
money to pay for this ride?
Now, that's a REAL Businessman!
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FRUIT FLY ARE COMNG
The me of the year is again upon us to think about controlling fruit ﬂy. There is no eﬀecve cover spray to
eradicate the Mediterrean fruit ﬂy maggot once it is in the fruit. Being pro-acve and starng preventave
acon is therefore the only way to control the pest. Quite an arsenal of traps, lures and baing opon have
arrived on the market and if maintained through summer, fruit ﬂy can be controlled.
Starng early is the key. The young ﬂies emerge from the ground in October/November as the warm
weather commences. If traps and bait are in place at this me, the ﬁrst generaon is eliminated prior to
breeding therefore eliminang a bigger populaon.

BE PREPARED THIS
FIRE SEASON

One control opon is Magnet Meds. They give six months control, which is the length of our fruit season.
They look like a piece of white plasc, but are impregnated with a smelly lure that only a fruit ﬂy could love
and an eradicang chemical. A*racted by the smell, the fruit ﬂy lands on the Magnet Med and the contact
is suﬃcient to kill them.
Cera traps is the best soluon for the home gardener. A lure a*ractant is placed in the container/trap and
the fruit ﬂy enters through holes. Unable to ﬁnd the exit, they drown in the lure soluon. So long as the lure
is kept replenished they are very eﬀecve.
The ﬁnal method is foliage baing. A mixture of an a*ractant lure combined with a killing chemical is
splashed onto the trees on a weekly basis. This is not a cover spray, but rather a course splash of droplets.
On a small scale, the mixture can be applied as a ﬂick from a paint brush. Commercial orchards can use a
course stream through a jet the size of a match sck, applied from an ATV backpack tank unit is ideal. Done
on a weekly basis very good control is a*ained.
We can talk you through the opons. Speak to the friendly staﬀ at Donnybrook Farm Service.

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ABOVE: CERA TRAPS BEING USED IN
THE HOME ORCHARD

ABOVE : FRUIT FLYS
DESTROYING CUTRUS

ABOVE: MAGNET MED TRAP AT
WORK IN THE ORCHARD

COME IN AND TALK TO THE
TEAM ABOUT THE BEST SETUP
FOR YOUR PROPERTY THIS
BUSHFIRE SEASON

